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Nowadays in the automotive industry the hydraulic brakes of different schemes gain more and
more popularity. All the class of such brake gears can be divided into two main groups, namely:

1. Brakes with parallel action, that are represented by direct action brake systems (hydraulic, as
a rule) with a hydraulic booster. The main peculiarity of its work is the creation of control pressure in the
system by driver's muscle power and the following hydraulic boosting of this'pressure by a pump
station. lf the pum p station doesn't work or there is no energy reserve than the bra ke systernfbecomes a

i"d irect drive system.
2. Indirect action brake systems imply the creation of the force affecting the.brake pads by the

pump station pressure/ at the same time the role of the driver is limited to the operation of oressure
regulator (brake valve). lf there is no pressure than such brake system is inoperable.

The analydis of the parameters of the abovementioned brake systems is usually made for static
and dynamic modes of operation /j., 2/, at the same time the method of power take-off is not taken into
account.

In order to calculate the influence of the method of power take-off on the selection of
parameters and the analysis of the brake system let's see the possible variants of the pump station
actuat ion.

a) Pump station actuation from vehicle engine.
such method is widespread in motor vehicres and requires as obligatory components a pump, a

hydraulic accumulator and pump station automatic control system, providing the necessary pressure *,
thresholds in the hydraulic accumulator. Such a set has the following goals: e- decreasing of the generating capacity of the pump to the certain limits with the purpose of the
reduction of power expenditure for brake system operation;

- increasing of brake system response at the account of significant instantaneous fluid
consumption during the period of backlash elimination between brake pads and.brake drum;

- guarantee of brake system operation for a certain period of time in case of engine stop.
During statistical and dynamic analysis of such brake system usually consider that the pressure

in the hydraulic accumulator during braking stays permanent and the fluid consumption is determined
by the resistance of lines and control equipment /2/.
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b) Pump station actuation from electric engine fed by vehicle-mounted electric system. Such
drive has no significant differences in comparison with the drive from vehicle engine with the exclusion
of the issue of the increasing of energy reserve in case of engine stop. This reserve is determined by the
capacity ofthe hydraulic accumulator and capacity of vehicle-mounted electric battery.

The calculation of brake system parameters and pump system parameters for such drive is
identical to the drive with a pump station activated by an internal combustion engine (main engine of a
motor vehicle).

c) The drive from vehicle's wheel or transmission. This drive has several pecilldrities that
influence the structure and component parts of such brake svstem on the whole and lead to the
necessity of introduction of statistica I and dynamical modes of operation into ana lysis fiethod.

The main peculiarity of the brake system is the absence of pump generating capacity limit. This
is conditioned, fir-st of all, by the fact that the power consumed by the pump station facilitates the
braking of a motci"r vehicle, i.e. it creates an additional braking torque. On the other hand, there is an
almost unlimited energy reserve concentrated in the vehicle weight in the form of movement kinetlc
energy. The combination of the specified peculiarities of such drive allows rejection of hydraulic
accumulators and systems of their automatic control; the necessary response of the brake svstem can
be reached by the selection of parameters and place for the pump installation in respect to the wheels
(a wheel) of a motor vehicle

The main disadvantage of the abovementioned brake system is the presence of a ,,creeping,,
speed that is conditioned by the inevitable leakage of working fluid through the elements of the control
equipment and fluid flow in the pump itself. lt should be noticed that this phenomenon is a svstem,s it
disadvantage and its positive property simultaneouslv. f

The disadvantage of this phenomenon is the necessity of the usage of additional equipment in
order to provide the holding of the motor vehicle at rest.
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Among the disadvantages of such phenomenon there is the exclusion of the blocking of the
braking wheel in the process of movement thus increasing its stability and safety.

In order to specify the main peculiarities of the calculation of the brake system with pump
station actuation from a vehicle wheel let's see its structural scheme the fragment of which is provided
on Fig.  1.

The active hydraulic brake gear consists of a hydraulic pump with a safety valve 2, a tracer valve
3, controlled by a remote direct action hydraulic drive with a main cylinder 4. The hydraulic pump is
connected to a vehicle wheel through a matching gearbox 5.

During the vehicle movement and pressing the pedal 7 the tracer valve
the fluid from the hydraulic pump gets to wheel hydraulic cylinders.

become activeted and

At the low speed of vehicle movement the tracer valve ceases its activity d ue to the insufficiencv
of fluid consumption; due to control effort the fluid flow through the pressure valve is stopped, at the
same time the piiinp force main will become fully connected to wheel hydraulic cylinders. At tne same
time the pressure in hydraulic cylinders will be determined by fluid leakage through the valve gaps ano
leakages in the pump itself. Thus the balance between the vehicle speed and fluid pressure in the brake
system will be achieved. lf at this time the motor vehicle is located on a horizontal surface such slowing
down will be determined by hydraulic drive parameters and road resistance. In the case of begring
surface slope the permanent speed of movement will be established.

Let's make an equation for the movement of the motor vehicle taking into account the braking
action of the pump station in order to determine the regular patterns in the change of the motor vehicle
movement from the movement of the ceasing of the of valve's tracer activity. During the making of the .k
equation for the movement we will not take into account the air resistance as the movement soeed is t
very low and the coefficient of efficiency of the matching gearbox we take equal to one.
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vehicle weight;
the deacceleration of a motor vehicle;
the moment of inertia of a vehicle wheel;
the number of wheels;
the angular deaccelerat ion of  a vehicle wheel;

wheel's dynamic radius;
the braking torque of the hydraulic pump;
the ratio of the matching gearbox;
the acceleration of gravity;
the cumulative rate of road resistance;
the pressure in the hydraulic brake system;
the conversion ratio ofthe brake mechanism.

The pressure in the hydraulic brake system depends on the fluid consumption and throttle
resistance. We suppose that the fluid throttling in the pump and valve are collected by one hypothetic
throttle and the pump is absolutely leak-proof, i.e. there are no leakages in the pump:

=.y f \ < l

- fluid consumption through a hypothetic throttle;
- conditional orifice size;
- consumption ratlo;
- the density ofthe working fluid.
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On the other hand, the fluid consumption is determined by the frequency of pump
size and ratio ofthe matching gearbox located between the pump and a wheel:

Q":= I r?, #p

- pump volume, m3/vol.
- the frequency of wheel rotation, rpm/s

rotation, its

By solving the Equations (2) and (3) we will determine the dependency of the pressure in brake
system hydraulic drives from the ipeed ofvehicle movement:

f =
uf e .*;f

i a l l
where

wx= zI fi* 
- tne angutar speed of wheel rotation.

The braking torque of the hydrauric pump shal be determined by the equation of hydraulic andmecha nical oower:
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wnere
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Where
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Afterthe separation ofvariables, integration and translations we will obtain:

V= f  tJ . [^ , , rao€u- , : ( tJ ,  t ,
wnere ;:
V, - the initial speed of the motor vehicle when the ceasing of the tracer action of the

valve takes olace.
According to formura (9) the main parameters determining the nature of the vehicre speedchange during the braking in the mode of absence of the tracer action of the valve shall be the ratio ofthe matching gearbox and the pump size. tt is rational to mat(e the calculation of these parameters

based on the stated response of the brake system as a main factor with an influence on the orakinglength of the motor vehicle.
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In order to determine the response of the brake system we suppose that the tracer valve opens

immediately and all the fluid from the pump goes into the brake system hydraulic cylinders. In this case
the volume coefficient is equal to one as the filling of the hydraulic cylinders is made on the condition of
the low pressure.

The calculation of parameters shall be made based on the equivalence of the fluid consumption
and volume of wheel hydraulic cylinders:

( 1 0
wnere
l , t  t

^ j

* -

Having
piston stroke

wnere
-.t

\4_q

a

..t

the volume of fluid necessary for the filling of hydraulic cylinders taking into account
the moving of pistons to backlash elimination between the brake pads and brake
drums or discs;
.trfte time for filling of the hydraulic cylinders;
the number of moving pistons.

expressed the volume of the hydraulic cylinder through its geometric parameters and

- n )Snkur = 4#,
the diameter of the hydraulic cylinder piston;
the moving of the hydraulic cylinder piston.

Having expressed &t in equation (ll) through the vehicle speed and calculated it in respect to
t ime we wi l i  obtain:

\  E e  t 2
, /.Il -d" ! h

a t =  - ; - : i -  ( I 2 )2 v u"/'
From the obtained equation you can see that the response of the brake system depends on the

vehicle speed, the volume ol lxidraulic cylinders, the gap between the brake pads and brake drums and
the pump size.

' It shall be noted that the size of the hydraulic cylinders is determined based on the calculation of
the brake mechanisms in respect to the necessary control effort and maxirhum pressure of the working
fluid, limited by the selected type of the pump and abilities of the brake system flexible brake hoses.
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The ratio of the matching gearbox is determined based on the structural peculiarities of the
pump taken for the installation into the brake system. The selection of the pump is determined by its
price and operation parameters.

In all cases, independently from the mentioned criteria for the seleciion of the pump, it shall be
noted that any structure of the pump is limited by the maximum speed of its rotation. Based on this the
necessary ratio of the matching gearbox is determined based on the kinematic relations between the

- .the maximum speed ofthe pump shaft rotation;
- the maximum speed of the vehicle movement.

Next, the choice of parameters is amounted to the response at the stated minimum speed of
vehicle movement. Having solved equation (12) in respect to (?) we will get:

t ?2  t z . r r '  j ) ,  : ' .  r

a E ' (

where

wnere

f,=
- the minimum speed of vehicle movement. $

. The value of the pump size obtained in equation (14) forms the basis for its design or the
utilization of one of the existing types. When using an off-the-shelf pump different from the calculated
one in respect to its size, the necessary alliance of properties is performed by the adjustment of the
ratio of the matching gearbox.

It shall be noted that during the assignment of the required response of the brake system it is
necessary to take into account the actuation time of the brake system that is determined by the sum of
the actuation time of the varve contror drive and the actuation time of the drive itserf, i.e.

l ' l
; 9  - -  1 t _ , - , : . t

L  -  r t L €  r { ) L '  (  1 5  )
where
'C tne actuation time of the brake system;

st.& - the actuation time of the tracer valve control drive.
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To the calculation of active hydraulic brake/ Lepeshko 1.1., Hassan Abdulkadir Baba; Belarusian
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Economic Research.

The analysis of active hydraulic brake systems with various methods of power take-off for the
pump station was performed. lt was demonstrated that the pump station actuaiion from the vehicle
wheels expands the area for the application of such drives with the simultaneous simplificatidn of brake

iosystem structure.
The methodology of calculation of the main parameters of the brake drive maintaining the main

values of efficiency and response was provided.
The rules for the change of speed and relative wheel slipping in case of emergency braking were

demonstrated. n

Authors: /signed/ /Lepeshko/
/signed/ Hassan A.B.
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The obtained equation determines the change of the vehicle speed on the condition of the
realization of the adhesion coefficient to the bearing surface. The diagram of the mentioned
dependence is provided in Fig. 3. By comparison of the diagrams of the change of the vehicle speed due
to the actuation of the active brake drive and threshold value according to the condition of the
realization of the adhesion coefficient to the bearing surface it can be concluded that at the identical
initial speeds there is a significant slipping ofthe braking wheel in regard to the bearing surface. In order
to escape such a phenomenon it is necessary to apply special devices regulating the throttle resistance
in the hydraulic drive. I

Based on the performed analyt icalanalysis we can make the fol lowing conclusions: i
1. By using the active hydraulic brake drive with the pump station actuation py a vehicle wheel

there is a possibility to satisfy the requirements to the response of the brake system without using of
the hydraulic accumulator by the means of the corresponding selection of the pump station parameters
and matching gearbox;

2. There is a phase of non-controlled braking in case of the active hydraulic drive conditioned by
tfre pump station parameters and the tracer valve;

3. In order to eliminate the significant slipping of a wheel in respect to the bearing surface the
special regulgting devices shall be introduced into the brake system;

4. In order to hold the vehicle immovable the brake system shall include the possibility of direct
action on the brake mechanisms bv the driver.
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After the achlevement of the drive pressure determining the corresponding value of the initial
speed of non-controlled movement according to the diagram provided in Fig.2, the resulting braking
action will be performed in conformity with the rules established by movement equation (1), at the
same t ime the vehicle speed wi l l  change in accordance with equat ion (8) (see the diagram in Fig.3).

Fig. 3. The change of non-controlled movement speeo_

It shall be noted that the movement equation and the obtained diagrams reflect the process of
the vehicle movement without limitation to the condition of wheel's adhesion to the bearing surface.

Taking into account the limitation to the condition of wheel's adhesion to the bearine surface
equat ion (1) gains the fol lowing look:

.Va

$

dt/.m"i=m"f f  *n^gf, { i 6 }
where

Y
a

{-

the wheel's adhesion coefficient to the bearing surface;

the coefficient of resistance to the rolling movement.

Having made the translations and solved the equation in respect to the vehicle movemenr speeo
we will get

( : r 1'  V - f t - f )g ' f -
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In the process of deacceleration control the driver shall press the brake pedal taking into
account the present situation, at the same time in the required pressure is created in the tracer valve
control system. The controlled tracer valve will maintain the stated pressure in the brake system by the
means of throttling of the delivery section of the pump station towards discharge until the moment of
disbalance between the control pressure and the pressure of the brake drive conditioned by the
insufficient productivity of the pump station due to the reduction of the vehicle speed. Next, the brake
process will be realized in accordance with the rule established by formula (9), at the same time the
initial speed will depend on the pressure on the control pedal. ' J _

In order to carry out a qualitative analysis of the formation of the initial speed of the aatuation
of non-controlled braking let's examine the diagram of its change built in accordance.with equation (4)
and provided in Fig.2.

Ya
Fig. 2. The diagram of terminar pressures in the system of the active hvdrauric brake
drive.

?

-;:

From the diagram above we can see that the driver can facilitate the braking action for any
speeds located to the right from the diagram of terminal pressures. The deacceleration of the vehicle
with the hydraulic drive pressure and speeds located to the left of the diagram of ternrinal pressures rs
impossible.
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